
EPICURUS' REFUTATION OF DETERMINISM

David Sedley

1. The Swerve

A few facts are, I hope, uncontroversial enough to be set
out without defence. Epicurus inherited Democritus' atomic
system, but modified it in a number of respects. In particular,
he so vehemently objected to its rigidly deterministic laws as to
postulate a minimal. 'swerve' (1t(XptIXAtat~) in the motion of
atoms, occurring at no fixed place or time - a doctrine which
does onot feature. in his meagre surviving writings but is none
theless amply attested as his; and defended 011 his behalf by Lu
cretius (II 216-93). The swerve (a) enables atoms falling through
space at equal speed in parallel lines to collide occasionally and
initiate cosmogonic patterns of motion; and (b) somehow or oth
er serves as a necessary condition for the behavioural autonomy
of animate beings - a power often identified as 'free will'.

The latter function of the swerve has been widely debated,
but no general agreement has been reached on its inter
pretation. 1 The overriding puzzle is perhaps this. The swerve is

1 Notably].M. GUYAU, La morale d'Epicure (Paris 1886); C. GIUSSANl, Studi
lucreziani (Torino 1896), pp. 125-69; C. BAILEY, The Greek atomists and Epicurus
(Oxford 1928); C. DIANO, articles collected in his Scritti epicurei (Firenze 1974), pp.
129-280 (orig. pub!. 1939-42); D.]. FURLEY, Two studies in the Greek atomists (Prince

ceton 1967), 'Second study'; E. ASMIs, The Epicurean theory of free will and its ori
gins in Aristotle (Ph. D. dissertation, Yale University, 1970); A.A. loNG, Hellenistic
philosophy (London 1974), pp. 56-61; 1. AVOTINs, Notes on Lucretius 2.251-293,
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a minimal degree of indeterminism, and indeterminism is the
negation of determinism, which is widely held to be incompati
ble with the existence of free will. 2 Yet it is unclear how the
cause of free will can be benefited by the introduction of
indeterminism. A random element in the behaviour of our con
stituent atoms might make us all thoroughly eccentric, but
random eccentricity is hardly the same thing as free will or self
determination, and might even be held to militate against them.

The puzzle is of more than antiquarian interest, for as luck
would have it Epicurus was more or less right. Since 1927,
when Heisenberg published his Uncertainty Principle, most
physicists have accepted that there is an element of indetermi
nacy in the behaviour of sub-atomic particles. The innovation
was welcomed by some as eliminating the clash often felt to
exist between Newtonian physics and the widespread belief in
free will. Yet it has become no clearer in the subsequent half
century just how the champions of free i will are supposed to
exploit this windfall. Epicurus certainly had some ideas on the
matter, and one of our tasks will be to hunt them out.

«HSCP» 84 (1980), pp. 75-9; K. KLEVE, Id facit exiguum clinamen, «SO» 15
(1980), pp. 27-31; W.G. ENGLERT, Aristotle and EpicutUs on voluntary action (Ph. D.
dissertation, Stanford University, 1981); P. A. CONWAY, Epicurus' theory of freedom
of action, «Prudentia» 13 (1981), pp. 81-9; D. FOWLER, Lucretius on the clinamen
and 'free will' (II 2.51-93), in this volume. I should also mention the highly unortho
dox interpretation of M. BOLLACK, Momen mutatum: la deviation et le plaisir (cf. ap
pendix, Histoire d'un probleme, by]. and M. BOLLACK and H. WISMANN), in ].
Boll.ACK and A. LAKs (eels.), «Cahiers de philologie» 1 (Lille 1976), pp. 161-201.
FURLEY'S interpretation has won little support, and the upshot of this paper
will be a vindication of his basic hunch of the separateness of the swerve from
volition, but on rather different grounds from those which he offered. ENGLERT'S
dissertation should be consulted as an outstandingly impressive defence of the
main opposing line 'of interpretation.

2 To avoid possibly misleading implications, I shall where possible exclude the
expression C free will' from discussion of the ancient debate. For differences bet
ween C free will', 'to 1t~p' 1}~a~ and 'to txoo<1tOV, see ENGLERT, op. cit., chapters 5-6.
But I shall not follow ENGLERT'S attempt to distinguish between Epicurus'
treatments of the latter two notions. ENGLERT separates Lucretius II 251-93 (and
perhaps al~o Plut., Stoic. repugn. 1050 c) as concerned with the use of the swerve
to explain 'to txooO'tov. My own reading is that the primary emphasis there, as
in the other passages, is the denial of determinism.

It would of course be f.ar-fetched to give Epicurus much
credit for anticipating 20th-century quantum physics. On the
other hand,_,' h~ deserves more admiration than he usually re
c~ives for. arriving at the possibility of physical indeterminism
within atomism on purely a priori grounds. During the long
reign' of Newtonian physics only one thinker, C.S. Peirce, had
the wisdom. to point out that its overwhelming predictive
success did not, and indeed never could, rule out the existence
of indeterminism at a level below the range of the most accurate
measuring' instruments. 3 Epicurus' insight was a comparably
bold one when he reasoned, in defence of the swerve, that no
amount of observation of falling objects' trajectories could es
tablish that they were perfectly rectilinear to any degree of
accuracy (Lucretius II 246-50).

I do not propose to expend much discussion on' the
swerve's cosmogonical function (Lucretius II 216-42), which
I suspect to be a problem dreamed up with a preconceived
~olution in mind. Chains of atomic collisions in extra-cosmic
space could have quite adequately been explained by the lateral
intrusion of one or more atoms from elsewhere, despatched,
say, by the break-up of a nearby world. The question of how
such collisions ever started in the first place would not arise,
given the infinity of past time and past worlds. That is, indeed,
the view strongly implied by the Letter to Herodotus and the
Letter to Pythocles, 4 the physical epitomes which Epicurus
wrote when he had already worked out his main cosmological
views in Books I-XIII of his On nature. Since these two works
also contain no hint of the swerve doctrine, the likelihood is
that it was his later work on psychology, apparently in the
closing books of the thirty-seven book magnum opus, that led
him to the innovation, and that it was only then grafted onto
the existing cosmological scheme.'

3 c.s. PEIRCE, Collected papers 6 (1935), esp. p. 35, 37.
4 Ep. Hdt. 44; Ep. Pyth. 89.
5 See my The sbucture of EpicutUs' On nature, «CErc» 4 (1974), pp. 89-92, and

Epicurus and the mathematicians 0/ Cyzicus, «CErc» 6 (1976), pp. 23-54, note 73,
for this chronology.
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That it should occur to him to kill a second bird with the
same stone, by invoking the swerve in explanation of cosmo
gony, is not in itself surprising. Anaxagoras, whom Epicurus
pronounced his favourite Presocratic,6 had similarly postulated
Mind (Nous) (a) as the initial cause of cosmogony, and (b) as a
factor still present as the controlling power in all ensouled
beings,7 presumably to account for the autonomy which
distinguishes them from inanimate objects. It is not inconceiva
ble that Epicurus thought of the swerve as an atomistic substi
tute for Anaxagorean Mind. I say 'substitute' and not
,equivalent' because no interpretation of the swerve can make
it do the entire job envisaged by Anaxagoras. The possession of
Mind, 'the most powerful of all things', appears to be intended
not just as a necessary but also as a sufficient condition of
autonomy; at any rate, it is not clear what further conditions
Anaxagoras might require. But the swerve, which may occur un
restrictedly in any atom at any time, and hence presumably in
tables and stones as much as in animals, can hardly be thought
of as a sufficient condition of autonomy, but at best as a necess
ary condition.

What sort of necessary condition? Is there a direct causal
connexion between individual swerves in the soul atoms and
individual autonomous acts, or some more tenuous relation? It
is customary at this point to turn to detailed analysis of Lucre
tius' defence of the swerve. My proposal is to leave Lucretius
till last. For one thing, his account belongs to a discussion not
of psychology or ethics but of atomic motion. The existence of
psychological autonomy is his premiss, the existence of the
swerve his conclusion. It is not clear that we should expect in
this context any explanation of how the swerve functions in
animal and human psychology - indeed, Lucretius' immediate
source may not even have supplied the answer to that question.
For another thing, excessive concentration on the Lucretius text
has tended to exaggerate the centrality of the swerve and to ob-

6 D.L. X 12.
7 59 B 12 DIELS-KRANZ.

scure the fact that Epicurus had a great deal more of interest to
say in opposition to determinism. I prefer therefore to examine
the other evidence first,8 starting with Epicurus' own writings.
If an adequate interpretation can be arrived at in this way, it
will then be enough if Lucretius' text proves able to bear a
reading consistent with it.

g Unlike a number of recent studies, I do not propose to approach this question
via Aristotle. I have no doubt whatsoever that many of Epicuros' adjustments to earli
er atomism arose in response to Aristotle's criticisms of Leucippus and Democritus
in the Physics, which Epicurus clearly studied with care (see especially PURLEY,
Two studies, 'First study'; In., Aristotle and the atomists on motion in a void, in P.K.
MACHAMER and R.G. TURNBULL (eds.), Motion and time, space and matter: interre
lations in the history of philosophy and science (Columbus 1976), pp. 83-100; Brad
INWOOD, The origin of Epicurus' concept of void, «CP» 76 (1981), pp. 273-85, at pp.
282-4; ENGLERT, Ope cit., pp. 64-71. But I am quite out of sympathy with one cur
rent tendency, that of picturing Epicurus, and Hellenistic philosophers in general,
as so in awe of Aristotle that they never dared put a foot forward without looking
up and taking account of the great man's views on the topic in question. This ap
proach seems to me not only to be unwarranted by the evidence but also to kill
most of the excitement that can be found in Hellenistic philosophy. There is still a
serious question outstanding about which of Aristotle's school treatises were even
readily available in the third and second centuries B.C. And at all events there is
li~tle to suggest that Aristotle was as widely discussed as Socrates, Plato, the Cy
nICS, or even Heraclitus. Of course Aristotle wrote on many of the same topics as
the Hellenistic philosophers, and their ideas can often be fruitfully compared. Once
in a while it may be right to suspect direct or indirect influence. But we must
also make some allowance for the possibility of two philosophers' arriving at similar
views independently - the history of philosophy is full of such coincidences.
When it comes to the swerve, I do not believe that there are in Aristotle any suit
able criticisms of Democritean necessity to which it is likely to be a response (but
for an interpretation along these lines, see ASMIs, Ope cit.), and I hope to show
that on this occasion Epicurus' own criticisms of the Democritean tradition were
the decisive factor. FURLEY and ENGLERT, in particular, have made interesting at
tempts to relate the swerve to certain positive views of Aristotle's, but while the
connexions they draw are often enlightening I am not persuaded that they are
enough to establish a direct influence.
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2. Epicurus on Determinism

In the Letter to Menoeceus (133-5)9 Epicurus stresses the
need to be aware of the difference between necessity, chance,
and 'to 1tcx.p' 1}~&~. What characterises the third of these is that it
has no master, and that the blameworthy and the praiseworthy
go naturally hand in hand with it. This suggests that 1tcx.pa
carries something not unlike the causal sense, 'due to', found
frequently in the Letter to Pythocles, so that the class .of .t~gs
picked out as 1tcx.p'~ is whatever results from ,our own mdiVldual
agency, that for which we are responsible, that which depends
on us. lO Far from connecting it directly with the swerve 'at no
fixed place or time', Epicurus emphasises, through the contrast
with 'unstable' chance, the reliability of 'to 1tcx.p' 1}~a~. That
which depends on us is reliable precisely, one supposes, because
it lies within our power to bring it about.

The same notion, more commonly under the designation 'to
O~' 1}~wv cx.u'twv, 'our own agency', recurs in the text which will
be central to my discussion. It is a passage which, although
available to scholars for thirty-five years, has never yet been
read in a textually accurate form or recognised as containing a
continuous and coherent argument. It comes from a book 
possibly Book XXXVll - of Epicurus' major work, On nature.
The book was apparently one held in particular esteem, because
the library of carbonised papyri found at Herculaneum in the
18th century has provided no fewer than three copies of it

9 I propose av ytAwvtOC; for &yytAWV"tOC; in Ep. Men. 133 and accept the need
for some supplement immediately after it. I suggest <tLI-lCXPl-ltV1)v, &AA' & I-l~V

xcx"t' &v<iYXT}v ov"tcx cruvopwv"tOC;), which would match lines 49-50 of the On
nature text discussed in section 2 below and would make the omission readily
explicable through homoioteleuton.

10 Cf. Philod., Sign. 36.14. The usage is already in Aristotle, cf. EN 1114 b
17.

11 So I argue in The structure 0/ Epicurus' On natu're, «CEre» 4 (1974), pp.
89-92.

(PHerc. 697,1056 and 1191). Sadly, they are such damaged
copies that even when combined they leave many gaps and un
certainties. Diano's 1946 edition12 was based not on a personal
autopsy of the papyri but on readin~s pas~ed on to hiin by Y0

gliano, augmented by the sometimes lnaccur~te facsI~es

(' apographs ') made in the early 19th century. Smce V~gliano

did not use a microscope, I have had to re-read the papyri from
scratch. This has led to corrections and additions to Diana's
text which, though fairly few in number, often have, far-rea
ching consequences for the interpretation. My text amalgamates
the readings of the three papyri; a fact which explains among
other· things the curious vagaries of the spelling, for which each
of the three scribes had his own system.

The book from which the text comes is normally said to be
about free will but this could be misleading. The overall topic
seems to be hu~an psychological development, and according to
the final column the book has set out to handle the topic at two
successive levels of analysis, first the 1t,,90AOrIXO~ 'tp61to~ and
then the CXl'ttOAOitXOC; 'tp61toc;. The first of these is, I suppose, an
approach in terms of. pleasure and pain, the prima:r 1t<X~. But
this is speculative, the first part of the book havmg perished.
The surviving portion seems to be devoted entirely to the "l~LO

AortXoc; 'tp61toC;, and discusses human behaviour in terms of
causes, stressing the relative roles of external influences, rea
soning about the goal in life, moral guidance, the self, our
congenital make-up, and lastly something which he calls 't<X &
1tOr£r£Vv7}~tv", and which I take to be 'developments' subse
quent to birth.

It is in the course of this account that he finds occasion to
argue for human self-determinat~on, and this .l~ads hi~ ~to a
digression devoted to the refutatlon of determuusm. This .IS the
passage which we will be examining, and its ~tatus ~s a ~gress

ion is made explicit in its closing lines. Its bemg a digreSSion by

12 C. DIANO, Epicuri ethica (Firenze 1946), pp. 24-51.
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no means impairs its intrinsic interest as a piece of philosophical
reasoning. It offers a fascinating opportunity to see Epicurus'
mind at work on the philosophical challenge of determinism,
and his ability at every stage to anticipate and counter his im
aginary opponent's next move. However, allowance must be
made for the fact that the On nature is no polished handbook of
doctrine but an exploratory work, written for oral delivery in a
loose and colloquial style which Epicurus himself is honest
enough to call eXoOAE.ax,(a. 13

In my discussion I shall try to exploit a striking parallel
with a passage in Book IV of Lucretius (469-521), whose source
can hardly be doubted to be Epicurus. In the first part of Book
IV Lucretius gives the Epicurean's own positive account of
sense-perception. His entitlement to do so presupposes that the
sceptic's doubts about knowledge of the external world are
invalid. But his actual refutation of scepticism is reserved for a
digression comparatively late on in the discussion. So too in the
On nature book Epicurus' refutation of determinism comes in a
digression slotted in near the end of a positive causal account of
human motivation. It is striking, too, that both digressions seek
to refute the offending doctrine by showing it to be inherently
self-defeating and untenable. Indeed, both run through more or
less the same sequence of tactics: first a self-refutation
argument, then a linguistic argument, and finally a pragmatic
argument. All this will be developed shortly. Here, first, is the
text: 14

13 Epic., Nat. XXVIII, fro 13 col. XIII 1, 9-10 sup. (in my edition, «CEre» 3,
1973, pp. 5-83).

14 The corresponding text in the standard edition of Epicurus' papyrus frag
ments, ARRIGHETTI's Epicuro. Opere (Torino 19732 ; references in edt 1, 1960, do
not correspond), is 34.26-30. But a proper comparison can only be made with DIA

NO'S text (Epicuri ethica, pp. 39-47), whose readings ARRIGHETIl follows in the
main, or with that of H.]. METTE, Epikuros 1963-1978, «Lustrum» 21 (1978), pp.
45-116, 63 f., since ARRIGHETTI himself does not amalgamate the readings of the
three papyri but simply switches from one to another, so that many letters inside
his square brackets are in fact attested in one or both of the other papyri. I plan in
time to produce a complete new edition of the book, and hope that I may be forgi-

Ex] ~E. [ti1~ 1tp]w~~ &pxii~ O1tE.pl:t[a~a 1llJ.rv eX]IWlcX ~cX IJlv e.~
~ao[e.] ~cX 0' e.l~ ~aoe. ~cX 0' il~ alJ.cpw [~cxG]~cX [l]CTtLV &e.t
[x~]t 1tpeX[e]e.WV [~cxt] O~cxvo1}ae.wv xext oLcxge[ae.]wv xcxt
1tAE.£[W] xat lAeX~W~. wate. 1tCXp' ~lJ.a, ~[pW~Ov] cX1tAW~ ~o' eX-
1t0'YE.'YE.vvlllJ.ivov 7101) ye.(ve.G9cx~, [~]orcx 11 ~ora, xcxt ~cX lx ~ou 5
1tE.p~EXOV~o~ x[a]~' eXveX'Yx~v O~cX ·~oU~ 1t6[pou~] E.Lapio[v]~a
~a.p' lllJ.a~ 1t[0]~E. ye.[£vE.]a9a~ xcxt 1tCXPcX ~[cX~] ~lJ.e.[ "tE-
pa]~ [l]e lllJ.WV au~[wv] 06e[a~ ... ]e.~ [1t]cxpcX ~7}V ~[u]-

GL[v]a[ ]ua[ ]ux[ l9[ ]e.L [ ]
e.~~a[ ]~ex[ ]a[. ]Xe.[ ]v[ .]u[ . .]wae.[ . ......•. l 10

VE.~e.[ (LACUNA· APPROX. 60 WORDS) ]~a ~OlJ. cpua~xol
xatpex]~~Tipa OlJ.O(w~ xext ~or~ ~[ ]o~~ x~[vo]r~ ~6POL,
[ ~] WV a u[~ ]wv l0~ 0~ 1} [~w v ]0[ .. . t] 1t t 1t eX v[~]w v
[. :.]~w[: ] £1te.LO[ (LACUNA APPROX. 12 WORDs)

le.CTt1}XE.L, wv ou[... &]1tOAe.(1tE.~ ~& 1ta91l ~ou I(Ve.[aaCXL •.] 15

vou9E.[~]E.rV ~E. &AA1}AOU~· xa.t lJ.aXE.[a]9cx~ xcxt lJ.e.~cxpu9lJ.£~e.~v w~
£x.ov~ex~ xat lv e.au~or~ -c1}v al~£av xcxt ouXt tV til~ le &px.1i~

~6vov auc.Ttaae.~ xcxt 'lv tii~ ~ou 1tE.p~iXO~o~ xcxt £1tE.~aL6~o~ XCX~~
~O exu~61J.CX~ov cXvcXrxllL. E.L 'Yap ~t( xext ~w~ vou9e.~e.rv xcxt ~(;)~ vou-
9E.~e.ra9a~ -c1}v xa~cX ~o ~u[~6]lJ.cx["t]ov &veXIXT)v 1tpOc.TtL[9e.£11l 20

eXE.t ~ou [~6]9' e.exu~w[~] u1tapxo[v~o~], I:t~ ou[xJ£ ·~o[~e.]
~uv[1)~a~ ~au~]"O [au]V~ivexL [. ]aiA[. : ]~-
~e.L[v ]1tOVE.[ (LACUNA OF A FEW WORDS)

~E.~]cp6lJ.e.vo~ 1} l1ta~vwv· eXAA' e.[l] I:ttv ~OU~o 1tpa-r"toL, ~O
[cxu~o·] tpy[o]v &v e.i'11 [~]ex~a[A~(]1tWV 0 lcp' ~lJ.Wy 25

cx~:cF>v [~O~tr.J 't7jv tii~· 'cxl'dcx~ 1tp6[A711~LV, tV w~. ou IL&~
~0 0 6 [ YlJ. cx ] lJ. e. ~ ~ ~ e. 9e. [ ~ ] Illv 0 [ ~ •.. ] lJ.1l 1t p[ · ·
:..•........]1t[..]~[ ]o[ (LACUNA •APPROX. 45 WORDS)]

~o~[CXU~]T)~ 1tAeX~T)~. 1te.PLXcX[~W] I&e 0 ~O~OU~o~ A6ro~ ~pt1tE,-
~a~, xat ouOi1tO~e. ouvcx~exL ~e.~a~waaL w~ &c.Tttv ~OLexU~CX 1tcX~a 30

OLcx ~cX xcx~' cXvcXrxllv XCtAOUIle.VCX· &llcX 1J.CXx.e.~cx( ~~v~ 1te.et cxirtou
~ou~ou w~ O~' E.cxU~OU &~e.A~e.pe.UO~vw~. x&v e.l~ a1te.Lpov ¢i~ 1tcXALV

, , , - , " "6 "'.1"''-'
xa~ exvexYXT)V ~ou~o 1tpa't"te.~v CX1tO A leuv CXe.L, oux ~1tLAOr~,,&-

ven on this occasion for failing to supply an exhaustive apparatus criticus or adequate
linguistic commentary (e.g. for leXv + indicative, at 43 £. on which see art. cit. note
13 above, p. 69 £.).

I should note that, in addition to the columns printed by DIANO, my text in
corporates three portions of P 1191 missing from his edition.
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't~L lv 'tWL EL~ E.<XU'tOV 't~V ~l't(~v eXvci[1t]'tELV 'tou X~['ta 't]p01tOV
35 AEAoy£o6~L El~ OE 'tov eX~CPLO~T}'tOuv't~ 'tou ~~ x~'ta 'tp01tOv. El

OE. fJ:1} &·1to[LEI] &1tOAfryOL [E]~ EooYto[v] ill' E~ 't1}v [&Jv<Xy[XTlV]
't[L]6EL~}, [o]uo' &v E[. .]x~[..: ]E1t[ (LACUNA APPROX.

30 WORDs) El 'to OL' ~~&v] <Xu'twy X~AOU~EVOV 'tWL tii~ eXvciyx'1}~
OVO~~'tL 1tpoa~y[o]pEUWV [b1vo~~ ~o[v]o~ ~E't<X'tL6E'tCX[L] r~T}10'

40 l1tLO£~EL O'tL ~OLOU'tO 't~ .~ ~OX6T}po[( ElaL 't'6]1tOL 1tPOEL~[71JcpO
'tE~ 'to OL' ~~w[v cxu]'tWV <Xt'tLOY X~A[OU~EV], OU't' lO[L•••••.
(LACUNA APPROX. 25 WORDS)" j yEVEo6cxL, eXA[Aa XE]VOV [XCXL]
'to OL' eXvciyx'1}v XCXA[Et]V 1tp[o]r~1 wv cpcX'tE. &v oE ~[TU 'tL~ 'tou'to
eX1tOOEL~EL, ~'1}0' lXEL ~~wv ['t]L auvEpyov ~T}O' OP~T}~CX

45 &1tO['t]pE1tELV WV XCX~OUV'tE~ OL' ~~civ <Xu'twv 'tilv cxl't£cxv auV'tE
AOU~EV, eXAAa 1tcXv't<X oa[~] vuv OL' 1)~WV <Xu['tW]V 6vo~cX~ov

'tE~ 'tilv CXL'tLCXV [E.LVCXL OLCX~]E[~<X]LOU~E6cx 1tPcX~'tE[LVJ ~cx'ta ~w
pOtv eXvcXYXT}v ~poacxyopEUWV, OVO~CX ~ovov eX~E(cPEL· lpyov 0' ·ou
6Ev 1)fJ.wv tJ-E'tcxxoatJ-1laEL, Wcrn:Ep E.1t' E.VLWV 0 auvopwv 'ta 1tOr<x

50 x~'t' eXvcXYXT}v to"tLV &1tO'tpi1tELV Etw6E 'tOU~ 1tpo6UfJ.oufJ.ivou~
1tcxpa ~£cxv 'tL 1t[p]cX't'tELV·. ~l1't1}aEL 0' 1) oLcivOL~ EUpErV 'to 1totov
[o]u~ 'tL OEt V0fJ.£[OELV 'to E.~ i}[tJ-]wv <Xu'tw[v 1t]w~ [1tp]cx't't0fJ.t 

vov [fJ.}i} 1tpo6utt[ou~ivwv 1tpcX't]'tELV. ou yap lXEL cXA[Ao 'tL ou
6EV] EL tJ-i} cpcX[~CXL 'to] 1t010V [x~'t' eXvcXYXl1V] ta['tL .. (LACUNA

55 APPROX. 12 WORDS) ]~[. 'to]U 6vo(tJ-cx'tO~ •••• (LA

CUNA APPROX. 25 WORDS) ] fJ.cXALO'tCX eXOLCXV01l'twv. av Oi'tL~

'tou'to fJ.i} 1t~PCX~LcX~'1}'t~L, fJ.'1}0' CXU 0 l~EAEYXEL 'tE 1} 0 ELacpipEL
1tpayfJ.cx lX'tL9Et, cpwviJ tJ-ovov eXfJ.EL~E'tCXL, XCX9cX1tEP 1tcXACXL 6pu
AW. C?L. 0' CXL'tLoAoYr1acxv'tE~ le eXpx1i~ txcxvw~, XCXL ou

60 fJ. r01[v]ov ['t]wv 1tPO cxu'twv 1tOAU OLEVEYXCXV'tE~ eXAAa XCXL
'twv uO'"ttpov 1tOAACX1tA[CX]aLrw~l , E.A~6r°1v e.<xu'tou~, X~L1tEP tv 1tOA
Aot~ fJ.EycXA~ xoucp(a~v'tE~, E[L]~ 'to 't[i}]v eXvcXYX'1}v XCXL
't<xu't6fJ.~~[o]v 1tcXv't<X ~[l'tL]ao6<XL. 60'0 A6yo~ cxU'tO~ 0 'toU'to
OLoaaxwv x<X'tEaJVu'to XCXL tAav6~VEV 'tov cXvopcx 'tor~ lpYOL~

65 1tpO~ 'tilv Oo~cxv auvxpOU[o]v'tCX· x~t El ~1} A~611 'tL~ £1tL 'twv
tpywv tii~ 06~~ £vEyE(VE'tO, auVEXW~ (Xv icxu'tov 'tcxpa't'tov't~· ·TiL
0' E.xp<X'tEL 'to til~ OO~~ x&v 'toL'~ laxcX'tOL~ 1t[E]pL1tE£1t'tOVCCX· Ti[L
oE] fJ.1) lXPcX'tEL O"'tcXo~w~ t~1tLfJ.1tAcXfJ.EVOV oLa ·'tilv U1tEVCXV'tLO't1}'tCX
'tWV lpywv X~L tii~ OO~~. 'tOU'tWV OUV C?u'tw~ txovcwv OEL' xcx[L]

70 1tEpt O~ A€:rcpV le apx1i~ tt~ 'to 'tcxu'tCX 1tcxpExxcx9cx(ptLV acpLXO.
~1)v a1tOOLOOVCXL, fJ.[TU x(X~[6v 'tL] 'tC?LC?~:[O ••••••

4 1t : r/rfFJ1t/'t 18~ 697: om. 1056 21 -ro]e' icxtrtW[t]~~ ~1} o]U[x]E.697:
[u]~cXpx.o[vto~ ..]'t"t}[... IJ.]'i} ou [± 23]1} 1056 (but 't1} only in 0) 29 /) 1191 : om.
1056 30 f. 1tcXvtCX oIcx 't<X XCX-C' &vcX'YX1}V XCXAOUlJ.tv 1056: 1t<XV r't1' &vcXrxrl'Y xal[oU]IUV«

1191 35 f. ex 1t~[ter] 1056 : om. 697 39 r1J.i}1 : 8et 0 li91 43 r~l : t 0 1056

SIGLA

papyrus Herculanensis (697, 1056, or 1191)
apographum Oxoniense
apographum Neapolitanum
letters read in P, 0, or N of at least one papyrus
letters no longer legible in any P, but given in 0 or N and altered by
editor

Other sigla as in Leiden system

«(1-19) From the very outset we always have seeds directing
us some towards these, some towards those, some towards these
and those, actions and thoughts and attitudes, in greater and
smaller numbers. Consequently that which we develop - cha
racteristics of this or that kind - is at first absolutely depen
dent on us; and the things which of necessity flow in through
our passages from that which surrounds us are at one stage
dependent on us and dependent on ~eliefs of our own making
[. ] of which we never cease to have ex-
periences [. ..] to rebuke, oppose and reform each other as if
the responsibility lay also in themselves, and not just in their
congenital make-up and in the accidental necessity of that
which surrounds and penetrates them. .

(19-59) For if someone were to attribute to the very processes
of rebuking and being rebuked the accidental necessity of
whatever happens to be present to oneself at the time, I'm
afraid he can never in this way understand [. l while
praising or blaming. But if he were to act in this way he would
be leaving the very. same behaviour which as far as our own
selves are concerned creates the preconception of our responsi-
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bility. And in that he would at one point be altering his theory,
[at another ] such error. For this sort of account is
self-refuting, and can never prove that everything is of the kind
called 'necessitated'; but he debates this very question on the as
sumption that his opponent is himself responsible for talking
no~sense. A~d ~ve? if he goes on to infinity saying that this
actIon of hIs. IS In turn necessitated, always appealing to
arg~ment~, he IS ~ot· reasoning it empirically so long as he goes
on ImputIng to hImself the responsibility for having reasoned
correctly and to his opponent that for having reasoned incorrect
ly. But unless he were to stop attributing his action to himself
and to pin it on necessity, he would not even [be consis
tent..... :.. On the other hand,] if in using the word 'necessity' of
that whl~h we call our own agency he is merely changing a name,
and won t prove that we have a preconception of a kind which
has fa~ty deIineatio~s when we call own agency responsible, nei
ther hIS own [behavIour nor that of others will be affected ....
....:.] but even to call necessitation empty as a result of your
claIm. If someone won't explain this, and has no auxiliary el
ement or. impulse in us .t~ .dissuade from actions which we per
f?r~ callIng the responsIbilIty for them 'our own agency', but is
gIv.Ing the name of foolish necessity to all the things which we
claI~ to do calling the .responsibility for them our own agency,
he will be .mere.ly changmg.a name; he will not be modifying any
of our actIons In the way In which in some cases the man who
sees what sort of actions are necessitated regularly dissuades
those who desire to do something in the face of force. And the
intellect will be inquisitive to learn what sort of action it should
then consider that one to be which we perform in some way
throug~ our own agency but without desiring to. For he has no
alternatIve but to say what sort of action is necessitated [and what
is not : } supr.emely unintelligible. But unless someone per-
ver~eIy mal?taIn~ t?lS, or makes it clear what fact he is rebutting
or Introduc~ng, It IS merely a name that is being changed, as I
keep repeatIng.
. (59-69) The first men to give a satisfactory account of causes,
men not only much greater that their predecessors but also, many

times over, than their successors, turned a blind eye to them
selves (although in many matters they had alleviated great ills) in
order to hold necessity and accident responsible for everything.
Indeed, the actual account promoting this view came to grief
when it left the great man blind to the fact that in his actions he
was clashing with his doctrine; and that if it were not that a
certain blindness to the doctrine took hold of him while acting he
would be constantly perplexing himself; and that wherever the
doctrine prevailed he would be falling into desperate calamities,
while wherever it did not he would be filled with conflict because
of the contradiction between his actions and his doctrine.

(59-71) It is because this is so that the need also arises to explain
the matter which I was discussing when I first embarked on this di
gression, lest some similar evil [befall us ... ».

I have started my quotation of the text at what I take to be
a point shortly before the digression begins. Epicurus is arguing
(1-8) for our ability to shape our lives. At birth we have a wide
range of alternative potentials (' seeds ')1' for character devel
opment; therefore the way we do in fact develop is dependent on
us. The point is no doubt that our future development is not
already built into our initial make-up, so that nothing pre,vents us
from determining it ourselves. We are able, particularly by the
beliefs which we form, to control the impressions that our im
mediate surroundings make on US: 16 it is not the surroundings
that control us.

15 It may be suggested that the cmtPJL[cx'tcx (a new reading of the papyri) are
atoms. I do not myself believe that prior· to Lucretius' poetic use of semina any
Epicurean or other Greek philosopher (including Anaxagoras: see e.g. M. SCHO

FIELD, An essay on Anaxagoras (Cambridge 1980), p. 121 ff.) can be shown to use
the word in the sense C elements' or C elementary particles'. (Epicurus' use of it at
Ep. Pyth. 89 carries some biological connotation, as his use of i1tcxp8tu<7&~ in con
nexion with it shows: he must mean either literally C seeds' or at any rate complex
seedlike particles of some sort: ~f. BAILEY, The Greek atomists and Epicurus, Oxford
1928, p. 343 f.; A.A. loNG, Chance and natura/law in Epicureanism, «Phronesis» 22,
1977, pp. 63-87, esp. 77 £.). The one possible exception is Plato, Tim. 56 b.

16 For the technical Epicurean explanation of our power to control our intake
of simulacra, see Lucretius IV 777 £f. (on the correct order of the lines, see E.
AsMIs, Lucretius' explanation 0/ moving dream figures at 4.768-76, «<AJPh. 102,
1981, pp. 138-45).
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It is clear that the deterministic challenge is already in Epi
curus' sights, and presumably the determinist's countermove
was envisaged in the lines lost between 8 and 15, since Epicu
rus is replying to it when the text resumes. The determinist was
perhaps made to object that we in the end develop in only one
direction, and that there must be some cause, either present
from the outset or imposed by our environment, to steer us that
way. Epicurus' reply (16-19) is that every time we treat others
as answerable for their behaviour we imply that they them
selves, and not their congenital make-up or the constraint of
their environment, are responsible. It is an implicit premiss of
this that we would not blame others for any characteristic al
ready in~radicably built into their congenital make-up,17 and
this is in fact a point brought out slightly earlier in the text,
where Epicurus exploits a contrast between moral agents and
wild animals. I8 The reason we do not reprove wild animals for
their behaviour, he says, is that we draw no distinction between
their congenital make-up and their subsequent developments _
meaning, presumably, that their entire future character is de
termined at birth and therefore beyond their control.

The appeal to praise and blame as conflicting with determi
nism is a familiar one,19 and Epicurus is ready for the determi-

17 Cf. Arist., EN 1114 a 23-5.

18 l-rt ~~AAOV tVLO-r[t X]~X(~O~tv, tv vou9tnr:[LX]wL ~iV-rOL ~aAAOV -rP01tW(L], XCXL oux
WO'7ttp [-r]Ot ![.r1ptcx -rwv ~wtwv (XCX9]CXLPO~tv ~E.V oJJ.o(w~ exu-rOt -rOt cX1tOrtrt[vv] rT)1~ivcx
[x]cxi 'til[v] aUcrtexaw tl~ lv -rt auJJ.1t[Ai]xov-rt~, ou JJ.llv o[~~t· -r6>t vou9t[-r]1)-r[L]xWt -rP01twt
XCIi i.mM>~~L oUu -rWL ~A~ &[v-nfttotbil'ttXi;)t XPWJJ.t9cx [. ..] (= [34.25] 21-34
AIm. = DIANo, p. 38 f.). . .

«We sometimes vilify it [sc. a self-determining animal] all the more, but more in an
admonitory way - and not in the way in which we exonerate those animals which
are wild by conflating their devdopments and their make-up alike into a single
thing, and indeed do not use either the admonitory and reformatory mode or the
simply retaliatory mode». Three passages in particular have blocked the recognition of -r&
~~ as 'devdopments'. One is [34.17] 1-3 AM.; but there I have found that the
termination -wv in line 3 has been corrected by the scribe to -ex. The other two
are ibid. 20.11-12 and 24.4-5, on which see ARJuGHETTI's commentary, p. 269; but I
do not believe that we are obliged to construe the genitives there as ARRIGHETTI
does. Fuller discussion of this must await my planned edition of the book.

19 Cf. Ep. Men. 133; Diogenes of Oenoanda 32.3.9 ff.

nist's reply: yes, of course we rebuke miscreants, but that is
because the rebuking process is itself necessitated (19-21).20 The
beginning of Epicurus' next move is lost in the ensuing lacuna,
and the fragment at 24-28 is too short to give us much help. It
appears to be re-applying the earlier point (16-19) that to issue
praise or blame is to imply that the recipient is responsible for
his behaviour.21 I suspect that he is already here embarking
upon a self-refutation argument: the determinist cannot indulge
in philosophical debate without apportioning the credit between
himself and his opponent, and in doing so he will be adopting
precisely the kind of critical attitude which leads us to conceive
of the self as responsible.

At any rate, from 29 the self-refutation tactic become
explicit. This is the earliest survivor in a long line of Hellenistic
1tEPL'tp01t'f} arguments. Their character has been explored in a
pioneering study by Myles Burnyeat,22 to which my discussion is
deeply indebted. The starting point (29-32) is that the determi
nist refutes himself by arguing his case, since to do so presup
poses what he seeks to deny, that his opponent is an autono
mous agent responsible for his own foolish views. The determi
nist of course has an easy retort to this - that his own action
in arguing with his opponent is itself causally necessitated. But
Epicurus is ready for him (32-35). He envisages an infinite re
gress in which. the determinist, challenged once again for conti
nuing to argue, goes on to explain away his new retort as being
itself causally necessitated; and so too with that retort, etc. Epi
curus' point is not that there is anything vicious about the re
gress - indeed, there is not - but rather that the determinist

20 Alternatively, the determinist may be arguing that he blames people in ord
er to necessitate certain changes in their behaviour. The drawback of that inter
pretation is that ' accidental' necessity would be a rather inappropriate expression.
Cf. also R. SORABJI, Necessity, cause and blame (London 1980), p. 87.

21 The fragment, omitted altogether from previous editions, contains a new
instance of 1tp6A1)~t.~, on whose use as a criterion see below. cxl't~ must, I suppose,
be closely linked in sense with lcp' ~~v cxu't(;)v (= our own responsibility).

22 M.F. BURNYEAT, Protagoras and seii-re/utation in later Greek philosophy,
«Philosophical Review» 75 (1976), pp. 44-69.

II
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cannot save himself by resorting to it, since at every step it is
contradicted by his behaviour: at every step he is both asserting
universal necessitation and apportioning the philosophical credit
between himself and his opponent, as if both were agents cap
able of making up their own minds. Hence he fails to use empi
rical reasoning (l1ttAOi'LatJ.6~, 33 f.);23 his account never finds empi
rical confirmation in his own practical attitudes. The final
sentence of this section (35-37) seems to be embarking on the
argument that if the determinist is to restore consistency he
must eventually halt the regress and cease to claim the credit
for reasoning correctly. And once he does that it is indeed hard
to see what grounds he could have left for believing his thesis
to be correct.

The opening challenge, 1tEPtXcX~W ••• 0 ... A6i'o~ ~P&1tE~(Xt, is
peculiar Epicurean jargon for what other philosophers came to
express as 1tEPt~P&1tE~(xL. Determinism 'refutes itself'. As Burnyeat
has beautifully demonstrated, there is a close parallel at the start
of Lucretius' anti-sceptic argument, where the sceptic who
claims that nothing is known is a man who (IV 472) «has stood
with his own head where his feet belong» - clearly Lucretius'
imaginative rendering of 1tEP~XcX~W ~P&1tE~(x~.24 Indeed, 'turn a
somersault' could conceivably be the metaphor underlying Epi
curus' choice of term. In both passages it is a pragmatic self-re
futation that is envisaged.25 There is no internal logical inconsis-

23 For the meaning of this term, see my Epicurus, On nature, Book XXVIII,
«CErc» 3 (1973), pp. 5-83, pp. 27-34.

24 M.F. BURNYEAT, The upside-down back-to-front sceptic of Lucretius IV 472,
«Philologus» 122 (1978), pp. 197-206.

25 I once felt that for this reason the anti-determinist passage would work bet
ter if the self-refuting AOjOt; were not just a thesis, as BURNYEAT takes it, but an
'argument' . Arguments in Hellenistic philosophy do not just exist, they Care
asked', so that an argument which could not be argued - dialectically maintained
- would indeed be a contradiction in terms. But at SV 40 our passage is pithily
summarised as follows: /) A{jWV 1tav-tcx XCX't' cXvajx1}v jtvta6cxt ou8£v tjXCXAttv lXtt 'tii)
ALroV'tt 1J.1) 1tcXV'tCX XCX't' &vcXYX1}v jtvtaacxt. cxu'to r<xp 'tou'tO cp1}at XCX't' cXvajx1}v jtvtaaCXt.
Here A{rWV, which corresponds to AOjot;, indicates mere assertion and not
argument. (Epicurus' is the first in a long line of self-refutation arguments against
determinism: for a critique, see P.S. CHURCHLAND, Is determinism self-refuting?,
«Mind~ 90, 1981, pp. 99-101).

tency in either the sceptic or the determinist pos1t10n. But to
defend scepticism is to presuppose that the premisses of one's
arguments are known; and to defend determinism is to treat the
parties to the debate as undetermined agents.

The next stage of the argument runs from 38 to 59. Once
again it has a close paralld in Lucretius, who at IV 473-7 ~ks
of the sceptic, «Given that he has never before seen anything
true in the world, how does he know what knowing and not
knowing are? What created his preconception of true and false, and
what proved to him that the doubtful differs from the certain?».
Here we have an appeal to the two closely related standards of
preconception (1tp6All4>~, Lucretius' notitia) and word meaning.
The sceptic's ability to use the words 'know' and 'not know'
significandy presupposes that he possesses the preconceptions of
'true' and ' false' , ' doubtful' and ' certain' , since ' tnle ' and
,certain' feature in the definition of 'know'. This conflicts with
his claim to have had no experienc~ of truth and certainty, for
without that experience he could not have acquired the pre-
conceptions.

The On nature argument also appeals to preconception and
word meaning (38-41), but on different grounds. One is re
minded of the Epicurean dictum that some inquiries are about
things while others are about mere words.26 Since the determi
nist refuses to behave in accordance with his doctrine, Epicuros
now feels entided to conclude that he is not making any claim
about the world but is merely renaming as 'necessity' the very
same thing which we normally call ' our own agency'. This is
then expressed in terms of preconception. Our preconce~ti.on of
our own agency is of something with its own causal efficacy.
The determinist, to make his claim a substantive one, would
have to show that the preconception is a faulty one.

This is an excellent new example of the Epicurean appeal
to preconception as a criterion. Underlying our use of each
word is a preconception, embodying a generic delineation (-c6-

26 D.L. X 34.
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1tO~, .D.L. X 33) of the type of thing named, and, being the cu
mulative product of experience of things of that kind, a prime
source of empirical information about them. If, then, the de
terminist is to succeed in altering our preconception of our own
agency, he is obliged to show us precisely how its delineation
has faile.d to convey the facts. Elsewhere (Ep. Men. 123-4) Epi
curus hImself undertakes a similar task in arguing that the
alleged p'reconception of the gods as concerned with human af
fairs is defective, and this requires (a) showing that it conflicts
with so~e more fundamental or secure preconception, that of the
gods as blessed (Ep. Hdt. 76-7; Plutarch, Stoic. repugn. 1051 e,
~omm. not. 1075.e), and (b) explaining how the faulty concep
tIon arose (LucretIus V 1183 ff.). No doubt the point of Epicu
rus' remark in 39-41 is that the determinist has no comparable
arguments at his disposal.

In the next stage (43-51), I take it that the «auxiliary el
ement or impulse in us» (44) is the «cause within us» (17)
~hich Epicur~s .uph?lds but the determinist denies. By denying
It, the determInIst gIves up the hope of ever dissuading us from
any of our actions, and so once again his argument is about mere
words, without any hold on reality. In this he is contrasted with
someone who makes the correct distinction between necessi
tated and unnecessitated actions, and who consequently can
dissuade us from resisting compulsion. An example may make
some sense of this. It is necessary that everybody should die,
and someone who understands this can dissuade an old man
from v~y seeking immortality. But he can only do this because
he appreciates that certain other things are up to us. If he at
tributed everything to necessity, he could not consistently even
try to dissuade the old man, since he would have to regard his
desire for immortality as itself necessitated and not up to him at
all.

In this argument Epicurus underestimates the resilience of
the determinist, who might regard his fellow men as automata
and still, without inconsistency, try to modify their behaviour
regarding his own exhortation as just another in the set of cau:
sal factors that will determine it. But the next point is a rather

more penetrating one (51-54). The dete~minist's blanket appli
cation of 'necessity' to all kinds of event leaves him unable to
characterise those 'mixed' actions which we reluctantly choose
to perform in avoidance of some greater evil. These, he ~eems

to mean, can only be understood by someone able to distinguish
the voluntary from the compulsory elements in them. Here, as
in the preceding lines, we can glimpse Epicurus' reasons for
stressing in the Letter to Menoeceus (133-5) the ethical value of
properly grasping the differences between necessity, chance, ~d
'that which depends on us'.

After a brief reiteration of the second section's main point
(56-59),27 the third section opens (59-63) with a most interesting
comment on the founders of atomism, Leucippus and Democri
tuS. 28 They are revered as the greatest, exponents of CXl~tOAOr(CX,29

but are nevertheless criticised for their thesis of universal
necessitation, which they were only able to maintain by turning
a blind eye to themselves. This last phrase implies a recognition
on Epicurus' part of the value of introspection as a count
erweight to' determinism. It is perhaps comparatively easy to

27 'tt in line 57 looks indefensible, and should probably be emended to rt
(which has hitherto been reported as P's actual reading). In line 58, where I read
~(Uvf}, Marcello GIGANTE, who presents a section of this text at p. 58 £. of
his· important new book Scetticismo e epicureismo (Napoli 1981), reads
~(Uv[iUt, and translates «risponde solo a parole ». Both restorations, according to my
notes on the papyri, are palaeographically possible (although I would print cp<a>v[iOt),
but my own choice is governed by Epicurus' comment that this is a point he has
already made more than once - an allusion to lines 39 and 48.

28 There is a longstanding debate as to the correct construal of 61-63; see now
A. LAKs, Une Iegbete de Dhnocrite, «CEre» 11 (1981), pp. 19-23. In my translation I
follow the entir~ly convincing interpretation of G. ARRIGHETII, Un passo dell'opera
Sulla Natura di Epicuro, Democrito e, Colote, «CErc» 9 (1979), pp. 5-10. For the
absolute use of AClv9avtw tClu't6v he cites Plato, Philebus 19 c. My only al
terations to the current readings of the text are 1tPO ClU'tW[V] for npo('ti]p<a>[v] (60)
and t[l]~ for lv/Iv (101). The latter renders GIGANTE'S very ingenious handling of
the text· (op. cit., p. 56 ff.) unnecessary; a final choice between the two readings
cannot, in the present state of the papyrus, be made on palaeographical grounds
alone, but I hope that my version will commend itseH on linguistic grounds too.

29 Cf. Democritus' remark (68 B 118 DIELS-KRANZ) that he would rather find
one Cll'ttOAOr(a than win the kingdom of the Persians.
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think of others as automata, but our power to control our next
action and to falsify predictions about our behaviour makes it
hard to see how determinism can be true of ourselves. 30

Leucippus and Democritus are certainly not spared altogeth
er. But neither do they bear the full brunt of the attack. The
main target down to 59 has been an unspecified determinist
who consciously places all human behaviour, his own included
within the scope of his theory. Leucippus and Democritus ar~
mentioned in primarily historical terms as great forerunners who
unfortunately failed to notice their deterministic theory's impli
cations for their own conduct.

As the argument proceeds (63-69), the spotlight falls more
directly· onto Democritus, for it must be he who is meant by 't'OV

&v8pIX. i~ 64. There is a well established Epicurean use of cXV7)P
(or vIr) In the sense 'great man'. Epicurus uses it of his philo
sophical predecessors,31 though not of contemporary opponents,
and later Epicureans extended its application to the founders of
the Epicurean school. 32 Democritus appears as 'Democritus vir'
both times that his views are cited by Lucretius. 33 So the sin
gular 1;OV &vopa appears to indicate that he now has Democritus
principally in mind (after all, he is supposed to have doubted
Leucippus' existence).

In what follows, the practical consequences of seriously
maintaining the determinist doctrine are spelt out: a clash bet
ween theory and practice, leading to continual perplexity. Once
again there is a close parallel in Lucretius IV 500-21 where
t?e disastrous practical consequences of scepticism for e~eryday
life are spelled out. Similarly here, obedience to the doctrine
would have led Democritus into one calamity after another (no
doubt because he would have given up making decisions and let

JO Cf. G. RYLE, The concept 0/ mind (1949), p. 196 f.
H [26.44J 22; [29.18] 1 (?), [26] 14 ARR.

32 See Francesca LoNGO AURICCHIO, La scuola di Epicuro, «CEre» 8 (1978),
pp. 21-37.

H Lucr. III 371; V 622. Cf. A.E. HOUSMAN, Classical papers (ed. ]. DIGGLE

and F.R.D. GOODYEAR, Cambridge 1972), III, p. 906.

I

necessity have its way), while disobedience to it would have left
him bewildered by his inability to match the deed to the word
(63-69).

In Book XXVII! of the On nature Epicurus had outlined his
ideas for a brand of empirical reasoning (l1tLAOrLaIJ.6~) not
entirely unlike some modern pragmatist theories of truth,
whereby the truth or falsity of a doctrine was to be established
by examining its practical consequences. Our passage could be
seen as an application of this method, with the peculiarity that
the consequences listed are purely hypothetical. Democritus, as
he stresses with two uses of Aav9cX'JtL'J and one of A1)9T}, was un
aware of the conflict because he conveniently forgot the doctri
ne when it came to acting.

Weare now ready to turn to the all-important question:
who is Epicurus' target? I have spoken throughout of the
,determinist' opponent, who is said to hold that all things are
necessitated. But that might, on the face of it, be interpreted as
a physical, a logical, a psychological, or even a theological thesis,
or as some combination of these. Indeed, the determinism
which Chrysippus later developed on behalf of the Stoics
amalgamated all four types. Hence there has been a frequent
tendency to see the early Stoics as Epicurus' determinist target.
But I think this must be mistaken. Zeno and Cleanthes were
certainly enthusiastic partisans of ' destiny' (tLIlCXPIJ.&VT)), but
there is no evidence that to them this was ever anything more
than the popular view of destiny as a divine force predetermin
ing the eventual outcome of every story, while leaving it up to
the individual whether to resist or submit. They viewed the
scheme as a providential one which supplied the proper context
for man's exercise of his moral faculties. And Cleanthes, at
least, was a declared opponent of the Master Argument, which
was being used in his day as a formal proof of universal necessi
tation.34 Even allowing' for the possibility of misrepresentation

}4 SVF 1.489. Zeno's simile of man as the dog tied to a cart who must follow
willy-nilly (SVF 2.975), later adopted by Chrysippus, implies the view of destiny
as determining outcomes alone. So does Cleanthes, SVF 1.527. It was ChrySiPPU5
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on Epicurus' part, there seems no way that he could have con
jured up out of the Stoa his hard determinist foe who is ready
to attribute everything, his own states of mind included, to
'accidental' or ' foolish' necessity. The thesis envisaged is
clearly one based on physical causation;35 and when Epicurus at
tacks' destiny' in the Letter to Menoeceus (134) he specifies it as
the doctrine not of the Stoics but of the 'natural philosophers'.

T,he sort of determinism best suited to be his target is the
kind of thesis sometimes called 'mechanism', the entirely seri
ous view that human behaviour can, like everything else, be ex
haustively accounted for in terms of material changes (chemical
and neurophysiological changes in the modern theory, atomic
changes in the ancient), and that talk of 'intention' 'desire', ,
etc. is superfluous, with no additional descriptive or explanatory
force. Norman Malcolm36 has criticised such theories as self-re
futing with considerations very like those advanced by Epicu
rus, for example that a mechanist would have to deny that he
had any rational grounds for asserting anything, including his
own theory. Such a doctrine seems to be exactly what Epicurus
himself is grappling with, especially in his own self-refutation
argument, in 44 f. where he takes it for granted that the oppo
nent has denied himself the right to appeal to any purposive el
ement within us, and in his disparaging talk of 'accidental' and
'foolish' necessity (18-20, 47 f., cf. 62 f.).

Who could be the perpetrator of this mechanistic theory?
We have seen Democritus exonerated from the main burden of
guilt. Reading between the lines, one might take the real oppo-

who at some stage added to this picture a theory of internal causal determination
of attitudes (and even he may have hesitated to call this destiny - Cicero, Fat.
41-3). Ancient doxography makes Chrysippus the author of Stoic determinism, and
as far as I can tell it is right. Cf. the material collected by R.W. SHARPLES, Neces
sity in the Stoic doctrine of fate, «so» 56 (1981), pp. 81-97.

}, An explicit allusion to the self-refutation argument, in an unnumbered book
of On nature ([35.11] 1-5 ARR.), has the opponents «making everything be caused by
the preceding motion ».

)6 N. MALCOLM, The conceivability of mechanism, «Philosophical Review» 77
(1968), pp. 4.5-72.

nents to be the later followers with whom the first atomists are
favourably contrasted in 59-61.37 The same possibility seems
implicit in some remarks of Diogenes of Oenoanda, who attacks
not Democritus himself but those who adopt Democritus' thesis
of universal necessitation unmodified by the Epicurean
swerve.38

In confirmation of this, we can return to the close and ap
parently conscious parallelism between Epicurus' treatments of
determinism and scepticism. The sceptics refuted in Lucretius
IV must be, or prominently include, those fourth-century
Detilocriteans like Metrodorus of Chios, Anaxarchus, and even
Epicurus' own reviled teacher Nausiphanes, who had played up
the sceptical side of Democritus' thought, and against whom
Epicurus was eager to marshall the positive empiricist
arguments which Democritus had also bequeathed.39 This scep
ticism was the result of what I shall call reductionist atomism.
Because phenomenal objects and properties seemed to reduce to
mere configurations of atoms and .void, Democritus was inclined
to suppose that the atoms and void were real while the phe
nomenal objects and properties were no more than arbitrary
constructions placed upon them by human cognitive organs.40 In
his more extreme moods Democritus was even inclined to doubt
the power of human judgment, since judgment was itself no
more than a realignment of atoms in the mind (E.1tLpUG~(ll). 41

37 The comment has a very close parallel at Lucr. I 734 ff., where the great
Empedocles is contrasted with his' inferior' pluralist successors. The parallel con
firms that the inferior successors of Leucippus and Democritus are their philosophi
cal heirs, not just later philosophers in general.

)8 Diogenes of Oenoanda 32.2.3 - 31.9. I mean that Diogenes' Epicurean source
may well have been attacking specific Democritean philosophers, not that
Diogenes himself is consciously doing so. FURLEY, Two studies (see note 1 above),
p. 174 f., has already suggested that Nausiphanes rather than Democritus may be
Epicurus' target.

39 Especially Democritus 68 B 125 DIELs-KRANZ.
40 Id./ap. Plut., Adv. Col. 1110 e (cf. 68 B 9, 125 DIELS-KRANZ).
41 Id. 68 B 7; cf. B 9. The argument is essentially that of J.B.S. HALDANE,

Possible worlds (London 1927), p. 209: «If my mental processes are determined
wholly by the motion of atoms in my brain, I have no reason to suppose that my
beliefs are true ... and hence I have no reason for supposing my brain to be composed

. J-" ----.... --- iiiiliiiiiiiiii.
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Epicurus' response to this is perhaps the least appreciated
aspect of his thought. It was to reject reductionist atomism. Al
most uniquely among Greek philosophers he arrived at what is
nowadays the unreflective assumption of almost anyone with a
smattering of science, that there are truths at the microscopic
level of elementary particles, and further very different truths at
the phenomenal level; that the former must be· capable of ex
plaining the latter; but that neither level of description has a
monopoly of truth. (The truth that sugar is sweet is not
straightforwardly reducible to the truth that it has such and
such a molecular structure, even though the latter truth may be
required in order to explain the former). By establishing that
cognitive scepticism, the direct outcome of reductionist
atomism, is self-refuting and untenable in practice, Epicurus
justifies his non-reductionist alternative, according to which sen
sations are true and there are therefore bona fide truths at the
phenomenal level accessible through them. The same will apply
to the 1ta&rj, which Epicurus also held to be veridical. Pleasure,
for example~ is a direct datum of experience. It is commonly as
sumed that Epicurus must have equated pleasure with such and
such a kind of movement of soul atoms; but although he will
have taken it to have some explanation at the atomic level, I
know of no evidence that he, any more than most moral philo
sophers or psychologists, would have held that an adequate
analysis of it could be found at that level. Physics are strikingly
absent from Epicurus' ethical writings, and it is curious that in
terpreters are so much readier to import them there than they
are when it comes to the moral philosophy of Plato or
Aristotle. 42

of atoms ». (I think it was Bob Sharples who first drew my attention to this pass
age).

42 Put technically, the point is that pleasure is a aU~1t'tw~~ of a person's consti
tuent atoms (Demetrius Lacon ap. Sext. Emp., Adv. Math. X 225-6), and that au~·

1t't~JLCl't~ themselves exist only at the phenomenal level, not at the microscopic
(EpIC., Ep. Hdt. 70-1). Cf. loNG, art. cit. (note 15 above), for an objection to
physical interpretations of Ep. Men. 133-5.

The metaphysical status of phenomenal properties, states of
mind, etc. is that of accidental properties of groups of atoms.

43

That is, they cannot exist independently of the atoms. But t~e
common assumption that the~ are j~st patterns of ~t~ffi1~
motion does not follow from this, and 1S ruled out by Ep1curus
epistemology. Sensations, which come out always true on his ac
count, never report patterns of atomic motion, since atoms are
imperceptibly small.

Cognitive scepticism is not the only outcome of reduc-
tionist atomism. Another is determinism. If human judgments,
impulses and emotions just are the mechanical bouncing around
of atomic billiard balls in the mind, there seems no room for
individual self-determination or responsibility. Thi~ is precisely
the mechanistic brand of determinism which we have already
seen reason to identify as Epicurus' target. And his treatment
of it, we have also seen, consciously parallels his treatment of
scepticism. By showing it to be both self-refuting and untenab~e
in practice, he justifies the level of description used e1sewhe~e m
the same book of On nature, one which allows for a ratlonal
autonomous self with its own judgments and impulses, none of
these being straightforwardly reducible to motions of a person's
constituent atoms.

This parallelism makes the conclusion irresistible that Epi-
eurus, primary motivation was in both cases the need to rescue
the atomistic tradition with which he had aligned himself from
the internal rot of reductionism. I know of no direct evidence
for mechanistic determinism in fourth-century Democriteans,
but it is only too easy to see how, as reductionist atomists, they
would have arrived at it, and an argument from silence is hardly
admissible when dealing with men whose voluminous writings
have left scarcely a trace in our sources. It is indeed possible
that the view was still maintained by some of Epicurus' own
disciples. For in one unfortunately fragmentary passage of the
anti-determinist argument (42 £.) he can be seen using the

43 Lucr. I 449-58; Epic., Ep. Hdt. 68-73.
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44 ulltf~ also occurs in the fragmentary finaI sentence of the book (not reported
in DIANa's text).

4~ Nat. xxvrll, fro 13 col. XIII 7-8 sup. (in ed. cited note 23 above).
, 46 S~ op. c~t. (note 23 .above), p. 43, 45 f., 48, 56. For other cases of Epicu

rus pupils steppmg out of line, see my EpicufUS and the mathematicians of Cyzicus,
«CEre» 6 (1976), pp. 23-54, pp. 27 f., 46.

47 = [34.21-2] AIm. <DIANa, Epicuri ethica, pp. 31-3).

second person plural, 'you say'. 44 The On nature was a school
lecture course,45 in which Epicurus sometimes sorted out diffe
:ences with his own pupils. We have an example in Book XXVIII,
In whose fragments Metrodorus is directly addressed in the second
person, and gently criticised fQr his earlier views, in terms which
show how much debate within the school was contributing to
the evolution of Epicurus' own ideas. 46 If mechanistic deter
minism; had found a foothold inside Epicurus' own school his
concern to repudiate it becomes all the more understandable. '

I have mentioned that the On nature book does in fact em
ploy a non-reductionist psychology. There is no room here for a
general examination of the book's content (indeed I have not
yet quite completed my reading of the papyri). Bu't one stretch
of the text can be quoted for its quite explicit assertion of non
reductionism. 47

5

10

r(JvEafk~L xa'tcX 'tOV 1t[P]OEtPl1f,L€'vov 'tP01tOV xat 'twv [a]u'twv &1t
EPiacrttXcX eIV<Xt· 1tOMcX OE. xaL 'tWVOE xaL 'tWVO[E cp]UC)'LV &xovta eX
1tEPiacntXcX [i(JvEaf)at Ot' EexU'tcX ou iLvE'taL· &1t[E]PiaattXcX ou
8uX -djv exthT)v exl1:£CX[v] 'twv 'to. &'t6fLWv XlXL £oc~wv· o~ 01j XlXl
(.UXALO'tex IJ.<XX6fU9ex XlXL E~L'tLflWfUv, If-[L]aoijV't~ XIX'ta "t1}v ~
&pxii[~] ~apa~wol1 cpuaLv Exov'ta xa9[a]1tEp l1tL 'twv
1t~WV ~WL<Uv. ou9av yap cxU-to~ au~v t~ twx tpyex
't~ '?t f.LEi€.9r) tpywv xat 0r.cx6€.aEWv ~ ~WV eX~ofLWv cp6a~, eXU'
au~a 'tcX eX1t0iErEVVl1ll€'va ~l}v 1taaa[v ~] 't~v 1tAE[(a]'tl1v
xi[x't]T)'t[CXt] al't~ 'twvo€. ['tt]vwv. lie 0' Ex[E](V1)~ [ev]~t ~wv
[&]'tOf,Lwv xLvI}aEt~ 'tCXPCXXWOE[L~ x[tVO]UvtcxL, ouxt oE 't~ eX't[o-
llou]~ [.] 1tcXv'tw~ [ ]v[ ] 1tL1t'tOV [: .
·.. ··· .. ·]&XoV'to~ [ (LACUNA APPROX. 45 WORDS>· ]aro9cxL IJ.<XX6.
fUV[OL 1to]Uor~ CtIJ.<X 'tWV ~[9pw]1tWV XlXL vou9t['toijv]~, 0

tilL ~OU cxu'tO[u 'tPO]1tOU XCX~' eXvaIXT)V rt[t~](cx[L] U1tEVrtvtLOV la- 15

~(v, ou~w~ E.1tEL8cXV eX1tOj£VVT)9n ~t ACXV~&VOV [,;t]v<x [e.]:E-
poi'T)[~rt 'twv] cX';O[IJ,]wv xcx'ta ~tvrt ';P01tOV 8tCXATl1t~LXOV, OU
'tov w~ &ep' e.~epou 8[L]cx<TtiltJ.CX~0~, lOXavE[t] 'ti}v te ErtU[,;ou] (Xl-
~(CXV, e.L,;CX [av]cx8(8[wat] e.u9u~ lJ.expt ~w~ [1tp]w~w[v] epua£c;uv
xat [x]cxv[ovcx 1t]aartv rtu'ti)[v] 1tOt£r. 09EV 8T} XrtL or tJ.1) 8uvci- 20

llEVOL XCX,;~ 'tP01tOV ~cX 'tOL(XU'tCX 8tcxtpe.rv X~tlJ.ci~ou~tv cxu~ou~

1tEpt "t1}v ~WV cxl~LWV &1t~epcxatv· XCXL ~o~[~wv t],,:' cx~~wv ~o~

[ll]~V lJ.a~~C?[v ,;or~ 0' 1i]~~ov IJ.CX~[Oll£]~cx XCXL l[1tt'tLll]~-

~e.v xcxL ]e.vvC?[

16 'tL : ['t]L P 697 : [..] P 1056 : 'to 0 1056 17 f. [t]~tp6n}['tcx - 'tLVCX 697 : om. 1056

«(2-12) But many naturally capable of achieving thes~ and
those results fail to achieve them, because of themselves, not
because of one and the same responsibility of the atoms and
themselves. And with these we especially do battle, and rebuke
them, hating them for a disposition which follows their dis
ordered congenital nature48 as we do with the whole range of
animals. For the nature of their atoms has contributed nothing
to some of their behaviour, and degrees of behaviour and atti
tudes, but it is their developments which themselves possess all
or most of the responsibility for certain things. It is as a result
of that nature that some of their atoms move with disordered
motions, but it is not on the atoms that all [the responsibility
should be placed for their behaviour].

(16-22) ... thus when a development occurs which takes on
some "distinctness from the atoms in a transcendent way - not
in the way which is like viewing from a different distance 
he acquires responsibility which proceeds from himself; then he
straightaway transmits it to his primary substances and makes
the whole of it into a yardstick.

48 Taking lxOV'tcx as the verbal counterpart of ~, «being disposed (in such and
such a way) ». But other construals are possible, and one may also share OlANO'S

suspicion that aUa'tcxaw has fallen out after &pxTi[~.
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That is why those who cannot correctly make such distinc
tions confuse themselves about the adjudication of responsibili
ties ».

This passage seems to be using Epicurus' contrast between'
wild animals, whose misbehaviour we hate but do not blame
and self-determining animals (including humans), whose misbe:
haviour we both hate and blame. 49 The latter's failures are
caused by themselves - selves which are not identical with
their constituent atoms (2_4).50 Or, as he puts it in the next
sentence, the nature of their atoms does not contribute to certain
of their actions and dispositions: rather, these are caused mainly'
by certain characteristics which they develop (7-10). Atomic
make-up may be responsible for disorderly motion in their mind
atoms (10-11),51 but it does not follow that they cannot make
decisions which override those motions. One is reminded here
Lucretius' insistence that even though the atomic composition
of the mind at birth determines an animal's natural tem
perament, nothing prevents our learning to overcome that tem
perament. 52 Even the natural coward, Epicurus would say, can
use his rationality to learn courage.

Shortly after the lacuna, the relationship of 'developments'
to the self's responsibility is amplified. Implicitly, at birth we
are just atomic mechanisms. The self becomes responsible as
soon . as the animal develops a certain type of characteristic

49 Cf. text quoted in note 18 above. It is not clear what the hallmark of a
'wild' animal is, but it is a good bet that the term covers the same ones as are
picked out in RS XXXII as incapable of forming a social contract and hence beyond the
realm of justice and injustice. The comparison with RS XXXII (as also that with Lucre
tius II 251-93) supports my assumption that ~ii>cx are the unspecified neuter subject.
Cf. also P.M. HUBY, The Epicureans, animals, and freewill, «Apeiron» 3 (1969) pp.
17-19. '

50 For another Epicurean appeal to the non-identity of our conscious selves
with our constituent atoms, see Lucretius III 847-6l.

n Glenn Most has persuaded me that it is more natural to take lx(E.](V1}~ (10) as
referring back to cpu(n~ (8) than to cxl"dcxv (10), as I originally thought. (On the lat
ter reading 10-12 would be making almost the same point as 18-20).

52 Lucr. III 288-322.

over and above his atomic make-up (16-19). The distinction bet
ween the characteristic and the atoms must be of a
, transcendent' (literally 'separative ') kind, not just a difference
of scale. The point, I think, is that all things have certain phe
nomenal properties, for example colours, over and above their
constituent atoms, but that that kind of difference is primarily
one between microscopic and macroscopic analysis; whereas the
sort of moral characteristics required in a responsible agent over
and above his constituent atoms are ones which differ from the
underlying atomic configurations in a much more radical way.
No doubt the nature of this difference was more fully discussed
in the earlier, lost part of the book. But it seems clear that what
is envisaged has much in common with the modern notion of
,emergence'. In Epicurus' view matter in certain complex states
can take on non-physical properties which in turn bring genu
inely new behavioural laws into operation.

Once the agent has achieved responsibility, he adds (19 f.),
this does then leave its mark upon his constituent atoms, and
becomes a 'yardstick' {the reading is very conjectural, however}.
This, I suppose, would be a pattern of atomic motion regulating
his future behaviour. When the natural coward learns through
rational reflexion to adopt brave attitudes, this will in turn have
a stabilizing influence on his disorderly soul atoms, and he may
no longer even suffer the physical sensations of fear.

Many details remain obscure, but the non-reductionist ap
proach is both plain and deliberate. The developed self is not
the plaything of its constituent atoms, but a power capable of
controlling them. And as he says (20-22), without this distinction
between atomic and psychological levels of truth the issue of re
sponsibility. becomes hopelessly confused.

It may be objected that the self and its mental states, being
secondary properties parasitic on configurations of atoms, could
not possibly control the motion of those configurations. Epicu
rus might offer two answers. The first is that somehow his
thesis must come out true, because its negation is mechanistic
determinism, which is self-refuting. The other is that there is no
reason in principle why secondary properties of configurations
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of atoms should not affect their motions. After all, the density
of a stone is a mere secondary property of its constituent atoms,
yet is capable of determining that the stone will move down
when it is dropped in water, where a leaf or a piece of wood
would. remain at the surface. Although the motion of a single
~tom IS fully accountable for in terms of primary physical laws,
It seems perfectly correct to invoke secondary properties as
causes of the corporate behaviour of atomic compounds.

3. The Swerve Again

The swerve is not mentioned in the surviving fragments of
the On nature book. And, given the above understanding of
Epicurus' purpose in that book, it is easy to see why. The
swerve, if established, could not so much as dent the armour of the
reductionist atomist. Even if he were persuaded to reduce hu
man behaviour to the undetermined, instead of the determined,
motions of atoms, there would be no more room for an autono
mous self over and above a person's constituent atoms than
there had been on the fully deterministic account.

Indeed, the standard reductionist interpretation is precisely
what has always made it hard to see how Epicurus expected the
swerve to help him. But once the self is recognised to be for
Epicurus, an independent causal factor, it is possible t~ re
examine the evidence with new insight. According to Cicero
Epicurus introduced the swerve '

«because he feared that, if an atom was always carried along by natural and
necessary weight, nothing would be up to us, since the mind would be moved in
whatever way it was compelled by the motion of atoms» (Fat. 23).

On the old reductionist assumption this contrast between 'us'
and the mind's atoms must have looked misconceived. But now
Cic~ro can be seen to be stating a thoroughly plausible expla
natIon of the swerve. The stone analogy offered above fails to
deal with one crucial feature of Epicurus' doctrine, that the cau-

sal influence which emergent properties, like the self and its vo
litions, exert upon the atoms of which they are properties should
be one which can transcend the purely physical laws of atomic
motion and bring about motions which these atoms would prob
ably not have followed if left to their own devices. Yet that is
what Epicurus appears to hold when he drives a wedge between
causation by the self and causation by the atoms, and indeed
any weaker interpretation of the doctrine will reduce psycholo
gical states· to supervenient consequences of atomic motions and
return Epicurus to the clutches of mechanism. The difficulty
about seeing how the laws of atomic motion could be so tran
scended arises from the supposition that they are all-embracing
laws sufficient in themselves to determine the outcome of any
process, thus rendering extraneous explanatory factors powerless
to intervene and threatening to make us helpless spectators of
our bodies' actions. What more natural, then, than that Epicu
rus should conclude that physical laws are not in themselves suf
ficient to determine outcomes? And the swerve is just the most
economical realisation' of that conclusion, a minimal factor of
absolute chance,s3 introducing too little indeterminacy to upset
the observed regularities of natural processes, but enough to
prevent the mind's atoms from moving along predetermined
grooves from which our volitions would be powerless to
dislodge them.

It will not be so much the actual occurrence of swerves
that matters as the mere possibility of their occurrence. A free
moving atom at any given moment has several possible trajecto
ries to follow - one being the continuation of its current
trajectory, the others being immediately adjacent parallel trajec
tories. 54 This might at first appear merely to widen the pre-

n I am fully persuaded by LONG (art. cit., note 15 above) that the swerve has
no important macroscopic' chance' effects outside cosmogony and volitional acts.
The association of it with chance in Philodemus, Sign. 36.7-17, and possibly in Plu
tarch, SolI.an. 964 c, may simply be an overinterpretation of the fact that it is a
kind of chance.

54 For the mathematics of the swerve, see my article cited in note 46 above, p.
25 £., and ENGLERT, Ope cit. chapter 2.

p
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determined groove within which the atom must move. But
all the way along each of the possible trajectories further possi
ble trajectories will branch out, owing partly to the possibility
of further swerves and partly to the various possibilities for colli
sions, themselves partly dependent on the unpredetermined
behaviour of other atoms. The effect is an indefinite prolifer
ation of possible trajectories which does not just widen but to
tally erases the deterministic grooves, yet still leaves an over
whelming probability that the atom's actual trajectory between
one collision and the next will be a close approximation to a
rectilinear one.

It might be wise to stop there, and to say that once the de
terministic grooves have been obliterated our volitions are free
to redirect our mind atoms as they choose. But are they then
free to exceed the rules for swerves, for example by diverting an
atom at an angle of ninety degrees from its original path? There
is no need, to suppose so. It is sufficient that a volition should
obtain its leverage on a mind atom by determining whether the
atom goes straight ahead or adopts one or other of the available
swerve trajectories. This may at first sight appear to be ruled
out by the tradition that swerves are uncaused. In fact, though,
causelessness is expressly reported as a feature of the theory not
stated by Epicurus but alleged by his opponents to be an unwel
come implication of it. 55 No doubt the implication has some
truth in it, for at any rate in the swerve's cosmogonic function
(on which these hostile sources usually concentrate) there can be
absolutely no cause of the atom's following this rather than that
of the available trajectories. But all that Epicurus needs to hold
is that there is no physical cause of its choice between the possi
ble trajectories. And volitions must be counted as non-physical
causes,56 for they are never listed alongside blows, weight and
swerves as causes of atomic motion by the sources on Epicurean

55 Cic., Fat. 18, 22, 46-8; Plut., An. procr. 1015 c. Only Cic., Fin. I 19
makes causelessness part of Epicurus' own formulation of the doctrine.

'6 Cf. [34.32] 21-5 ARR., where 'our own agency' is implicitly a non
physical cause.

physics. On this ~nterpretation, then, Epicurus would hold that
the laws of physics determine no more than the approximate
trajectory of an atom. At any given moment it has a number of
possible paths to follow, and as far as physics is concerned there
is no cause of its following one rather than another. Normally,
then, its choice of path will be random. But in the special case
of animate beings there are also non-physical causes of ~otion,

volitions, and these operate not by overriding the laws of phys
ics but by choosing between the possibilities which the laws of
physics leave open. At an extreme, an atom might in this way
be moved far from its original path by a long series of swerves,
or a large number of atoms might be simultaneously diverted 
statistically improbable events according to the laws of physics
alone, but still intrinsically possible ones, which volition could
therefore be held to bring about.

There are enough modern parallels to show that, right or
wrong, such theories are tempting to adopt. The basic idea that
physical indeterminism somehow removes an obstacle to the
exercise of free will has had many advocates,57 and has at times
looked like acquiring the status of a 'safe' position. For exam
ple:

«The bearing of this [physical indeterminism] on the problem of freewill has
been widely and rather confusedly discussed, but perhaps all that can be said with
any certainty at present is that there can now be no objection on the part of phys
ics to the belief that human actions are not mechanically determined» (M.B.
Hesse, Science and the human imagination, 1955, p. 78).

. More specifically, the v'ery theory which I have attributed to
Epicurus was proposed by the physicist Sir Arthur Eddington
within a ye"ar of Heisenberg's publication of the Uncertainty
Principle:58

57 Notably A.H. COMPTON, The freedom of man (1931 lecture, pub!. New Hav
en 1935); K. POPPER, Of clouds and clocks (St. Louis 1966); D. WIGGINS, Towards
a reasonable libertarianism, in Ted HONDERICH (ed.), Essays on freedom of action
(London and Boston 1973), pp. 31-62, esp. 52 f.

58 A.S. EDDINGTON, The nature of the physical world (Cambridge 1928), p. 311.
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«Let us now look more closely into the problem of how the mind gets a grip
on material atoms so that moyements of the body and limbs can be controlled by
its volition. I think we may now feel quite satisfied that the volition is genuine.
The materialist view was that the motions which appear to be caused by our voli
tion are really reflex actions controlled by the material processes in the brain, the
act of will being an inessential side phenomenon occurring simultaneously with the
physical phenomena. But this assumes that the result of applying physical laws to
the brain i:> fully determinate. It is meaningless to say that the behaviour of a con
scious 'brain is precisely the same as that of a mechanical brain if the behaviour of
a mechanical brain is left undetermined. If the laws of physics are not strictly cau
sal the most that can be said is that the behaviour of the conscious brain is one of
the possible behaviours of the mechanical brain. Precisely so; and the decision bet
ween the possible behaviours is what we call volition».

And the same idea was later independently formulated {though
not as his own view} by Bertrand Russell: 59

«And since, according to quantum physics, there are no physical laws to de
termine which of several possible transitions a given atom will undergo, we may
imagine that, in a brain, the choice between possible transitions is determined by a
psychological cause called' volition' ».

The interpretation also fits in comfortably with the re
maining ancient evidence. It is higWy significant that Epicurus
adopted, in addition to the swerve, a closely parallel thesis
with precisely the object of preventing future outcomes being
determined independently of our wishes. Cicero's De lato shows
that physical determinism was from the start of the Hellenistic
age partnered by logical determinism, the thesis that future
events are necessitated by its already being true that they will
come about. This brand of determinism had first surfaced in
Aristotle's celebrated sea-battle argument at De interpretatione 9.
Diodorus Cronus' Master Argument, which became the chief
vehicle of logical determinism in the Hellenistic age,60 perhaps

'9 B. RUSSELL, Human Knowledge (NY 1948), p. 41.
60 So I maintain in Diodorus Cronus and Hellenistic Philosophy, «Proceedings

of the Cambridge Philological Society», 23 (1977), pp. 74-120, 96 ff. Diodorus was
probably not himself a determinist, but his Master Argument was regularly used as
a defence of determinism. (I have now given up the suggestion made in that article
that Diodorean arguments prompted the attack in the On nature hook: even if logi-

.)

originated as an attempt to isolate and defend its several prem
isses. Now Epicurus, we are told, adopted Aristotle's solution of
denying the principle of bivalence with regard to future-tensed
statements. No one I imagine will suggest that Epicurus, any
more than the many other philosophers from Aristotle on who
have felt obliged to resist arguments of the sea-battle type,
thought that his chosen logical thesis would have a positive part
to play in the analysis of autonomous volition. His object was
merely to remove an obstacle to the possibility of self-determi
nation, namely a thesis which. would render deliberation about
future action null and void. In Cicero's De lato the swerve theo
ry is regularly treated as parallel to, indeed as virtually in
terchangeable with, the logical thesis, and the same negative
purpose, the avoidance of necessitation, is specified for both.61

An equally negative description of the swerve's purpose is of
fered by Plutarch62 - «to free the voluntary from everlasting
motion, so as not to leave vice irreprehensible», or «so that that
which is up to us should not be eliminated». And I know of no
other report that implies a more integral role for the swerve in
the psychological analysis of volition.63

All this evidence supports the following story. Epicurus
dismissed the reductionist psychology of earlier atomism as self
refuting, and thus justified a- non-reductionist psychology which
permitted the attribution of responsibility to an autonomous
self with volitions, beliefs, impulses, etc., none of these being
straightforwardly reducible to patterns of atomic motion. That
was, in my view, his most significant contribution to the

cal and physical determinism were seen as mutually entailing, there is no evidence
that Diodorus himself supplied physical arguments for determinism. But it may still
be that the influence of the Master Argument had helped some of Epicurus' pupils
develop the full hard determinist consequences of Democritean physics).

61 There is never any suggestion in the sources that either of the two theses
was subordinated to, or a consequence of, the other. They are treated as parallel at
Cic., Fat. 21-2 and Nat. dear. I 69-70, and as interchangeable at Fat.
18-19. Cf. also ibid. 37-8, Acad. II 97, for the logical thesis.

62 Plut., Stoic. repugn. 1050 c; Sol/.an. 964 e.
63 Cf. Philod., Sign. 36.7-17; Diogenes of Oenoanda, 32.1-3.
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crusade against determinism. But his atomic and logical theories
still had to be so constructed as not to preempt the self's deci
sions by determining the animal's behaviour independently of
them. Hence the indeterministic swerve, and, parallel to it in
logic, the denial of bivalence - both theories being designed
not to explain what volition is but to guarantee its efficacy by
keeping alternative possibilities genuinely open.

It remains to ask whether the evidence of Lucretius can be
interpreted consistently with this story. It reads as follows (II
251·93):

«A. Moreover, if all motion is always linked, and new motion arises out of old
in a fixed order, and atoms do not by swerving make a certain beginning of motion
to break the decrees of destiny, so that cause should not follow cause from infinity,
from where does this free volition exist for animals throughout the world? From
where, I ask, comes this volition wrested away from the fates, through which we
proceed wherever each of us is led by his pleasure, and likewise swerve off our
motions at no fixed time or fixed region of space, but wherever the mind itself
carries us?

B. For without doubt it is volition that gives these things their beginning for
each of us, and it is from volition that motions are spread through the limbs. Don't
you see how also when at an instant the starting gates are opened the eager
strength of horses can nevertheless not surge forward as suddenly as the mind it
self wishes? For all the mass of matter has to be stirred up throughout the body, so
that stirred up through all the limbs it may in a concerted effort follow the mind's
desire. Thus you may see that the beginning of motion is created from the heart
and proceeds initially from the mind's volition, and from there is spread further
through the entire body and limbs.

C. Nor is it the same when we move forward impelled by a blow, through an
other person's great strength and great coercion. For then it is plain that all the
matter of the whole body moves and is driven against our wish, until volition has
reined it back throughout the limbs. So do you now see that, although external
force propels many along and often obliges them to proceed against their wishes
and to be driven headlong, nevertheless there is something in our chest capable of
fighting and resisting, at whose decision the mass of matter is also forced at times
to be turned throughout the limbs and frame, and, when hurled forward, is reined
back and settles down.

D. Therefore in atoms too you must admit the same thing, that there is an
other cause of motion besides blows and weight, from which this power is born in
us, since we see that nothing can come into being out of nothing. For weight
prevents all things from coming about by blows, by a sort of external force. But

that the thing [or' the mind ']64 should not itself possess an internal necessity in all
its behaviour, and be overcome and, as it were, forced to suffer and to be acted
upon - that is brought about by a tiny swerve of atoms at no fixed region of
space or fixed time».

This text has been thoroughly ransacked for clues many
times in the past. It may well be consistent with a number of
interpretations quite different from my own. My only object is
to show that it fits in no less comfortably with what I have
argued on independent grounds to be Epicurus' view.

The conclusion formally stated in D is that since the two
previously established principles of an atom's motion, blows and
weight, are deterministic, ,there must be a third, indeterministic
principle, the swerve. This conclusion is derived from observed
fact - the power of animals to initiate unpredetermined
courses of action (A), and more specifically, the power of the
source of that indeterminacy, volition,65 to redirect large num
bers of atoms in defiance of their purely mechanical patterns of
motion (B, C).

64 I cannot make up my mind between the res of the mss. and the favoured
emendation mens in 289. I am impressed by the linguistic arguments for mens (see
D. FOWLER, in this volume), but also by I. AVOTINS' observation that, since the
blows and weight in 288 must still be as in 285 those mentioned as causes of
atomic motion, the reference in 289 should be to the atom, not the mind (The
question of mens in Lucretius 2.289, «CQ» 29, 1979, pp. 95-100). On the latter
view res might be retained, meaning perhaps 'the thing', viz. the atom, but I confess that
it makes poor Latin. If mens is preferred, the overall structural clarity of the passage
suffers, but the point made in 289-91 will fit in closely with Cic., Fat. 23 and
with my interpretation of the swerve doctrine. However, I prefer not to rest my
case on such fr~gile evidence.

65 The references to 'the mind' at 260 and 265 must be understood as
equivalent to what Lucretius more accurately calls C the mind's volition' (270) or
just' volition' (261, 276; cf. 268, 281). Strictly, the mind is the corporeal organ of
consciousness, volition an emergent property of it. But the precise significance of
,mind' will not be established until Book III. (That volition is not itself
straightforwardly analysable in atomic terms explains why it is the one stage left
unanalysed in Lucretius IV 877-906, where the mechanics of animal motion are
described - an old source of perplexity).
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This seems fully consistent with the interpretation offered
above, that swerves are not involved in volition itself but are
the element of indeterminacy in atomic motion which enables
volition, an emergent property of the mind, to exercise control
over th;e mind's physical processes, and thereby over the body,
in such a way as to exempt animal behaviour from the lawlike
regularity of natural phenomena. Any interpretation must face
the difficulty that Lucretius nowhere makes the precise contri
bution of the swerve explicit. (It is enough, after all, in the con
text of the laws of atomic motion, for him to argue as so many
have that the familiar phenomenon of volitional indeterminism
could not co-exist with physical determinism; and hence that the
swerve must exist). But an advantage of the proposed inter
pretation is that it fully explains why Lucretius should so em
phasise in B and C that the power of volition to act on matter
depends on the swerve.

One plainly deliberate effect achieved in this passage is the
implicit analogy between A, where we «swerve off our motions
at no fixed time or fixed region of space», and D's «tiny swerve of
atoms at no fixed region of space or fixed time». It might be
prudent to grant Lucretius the persuasive force of the echo
without squeezing it too hard for precise theoretical content.
But for those who feel that the echo is meant to hint at a direct
correlation between volitions and swerves,66 I can point out that
on my interpretation there will indeed be such a correlation. It
will not be one in which the existence, or the efficacy, of the
volition depends on the happy coincidence of an unpredeter
mined event like the swerve chancing to occur just when and
where it is needed.67 Rather, as explained above, it will be one

66 ENGLERT (op. cit., p. 104) points out a similar echo of the' certain beginn
ing of motion' made by the swerve (253-4) at 261-2, where volition gives a
'beginning' to animal motion. If this is thought to be a deliberate ploy on Lucre
tius' part, my comments apply to it equally.

67 I offer this as an objection to most of the current interpretations of the
swerve theory (but for a counterargument, see ENGLERT, Ope cit., pp. 197-9). It
may also pose a threat to FURLEY'S view that one or more past swerves are needed
to break the causal chain which would otherwise make your present character the
inevitable consequence of the state of matter at your birth. Perhaps he should have

in which the intervention of volition itself actualises in a group
of mind atoms the ever-present possibility of swerving.

It may be suggested that the description of the swerve in A
and D, as that «from which» (unde) our power arises to behave
in an unpredetermined way, implies a stronger relation between
it and volition than I am proposing. But as I observed earlier,
no interpretation of the swerve can make it more than a necess
ary condition of animal autonomy. Once it is granted that unde
expresses no stronger a relation than that,68 it becomes hard to
see what more the mere use of the word can be expected to
reveal. It would, at any rate, be perfectly intelligible to say that
our power to determine our own behaviour arises 'from' the
fact that the laws of physics leave a large number of alternative
possibilities open. And that fact is, on my analysis, just what
the sw;rve doctrine amounts to.

In short, Lucretius' argument can quite coherently be read
as an appeal to the evident power of volition to alter mechanical
processes as requiring that those processes '. be less than fully
determined by physical laws, and hence as confirming the ex
istence of the indeterministic swerve.

4. A Criticism

The Academic sceptic Carneades proposed a highly intell
igent and constructive modification to the Epicurean account.69

Arguing entirely with premisses and analogies which the Epi-

stressed the mere possibility of a swerve's intervention, as being sufficient· to ren
der the actual outcome non-necessary: given the completely undetermined nature of
swerves, no one could count on actually having had one of his own. But at all events,
although I follow FURLEY in assigning a primarily negative role to the swerve, I
believe that the precise function which he gives it is now rendered superfluous by
the non-reductionist psychology. What makes your present behaviour undeterm
ined is the fact that the self which is responsible for it is more than a mere bundle
of atoms, and therefore not reducible to a link in a physical causal chain.

68 For unde expressing a necessary condition, cf. Lucr. I 382.
69 Cic., Fat. 23-5.
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cureans could be expected to endorse,7° he observed that the au
tonomous character of voluntary motions of the mind need no
more have an external antecedent cause that did the downward
motion of the atom due to weight. It was the nature of the
atom that in itself caused it to move downwards, and likewise
the nature of the voluntary motion of the mind that in itself
caused it to be 'up to us'. Hence, he maintained, the Epicurean
doctrine that there could be a voluntary motion of the mind
was quite sufficient to answer determinism, without the swerve
theory's implicit abandonment of the principle that every
motion has a cause.

It is clear from this that Carneades recognised the Epi
curean analysis of the voluntary motion of the mind to be a
non-reductionist one. If he had understood it as no more than a
chain of atomic motions, he could not have attributed to it a
self-determining nature which the mind's constituent atoms
themselves lacked. But if my overall interpretation of the Epi
curean position is correct, Carneades' advice is very much to
the point. Perhaps Epicurus could have rested content with his
non-reductionist analysis of voluntary motions of the mind as
autonomous events capable of initiating new courses of action
and thus belying determinism. His addition of the swerve doc
trine was a very understandable attempt to ensure that the
changes which these volitions were required to bring about in
atomic trajectories should be physically possible ones. But why
need their being physically possible results of volitions require

70 In particular, the analogy of the causes of atomic motion (ibid. 24-5), but al
so ibid. 24, the void example, where quibus inane esse nihil placet will mean not «who
hold that no vacuum exists» (RACKHAM; likewise YON), but «who hold that the em
pty is nothing at all» - an attempt to.characterise the atomist's technical sense of
,void' . Carneades' dialectical technique required that he use only the premisses of
other philosophers, never his own (see, for example, Gisela STRIKER, Sceptical stra
tegjes, in M. ScHOFIElD et aI. [eels.], Doubt and Dogmatism, Oxford 1980). His ob
ject in this case, as Cicero makes clear, was to strengthen the Epicurean position
into an adequate counterweight to Chrysippan determinism. This feature of his
method sometimes gave the false impression that he himself endorsed the view that
he was defending (Cic., Acad. II 78, 139; Fin. V 20).

that they also be capable of happening independently 0/ volitions?
Perhaps here at last the impact of the swerve's secondary role
becomes apparent -, for Epicurus could not at any cost afford
to give volition a causal role in cosmogony. In the context of
the ancient debate on determinism, at least, it might have been
more politic to insist as a datum of experience that volitions do
somehow exert an independent causal influence on matter, and
to leave it at that.' But from the vantage point of the twentieth
century. it is still too soon to conclude that Epicurus' more ad
venturous treatment was altogether wrong. 71

71 Ancestors of this paper, and versions of it at various stages of completion,
were read to meetings at Lille, Cambridge, Baltimore, Berkeley and Harvard. In
addition, the On nature text which is central to it was extensively discussed in a se
ries of seminars at Princeton University in 1981-2, and the penultimate version was
presented to the Princeton Classical Philosophy Colloquium in December 1981. I
am grateful for the enormously helpful comments I received from far more people
than I can list here. Among them special mention must be given to Richard Sora
bji, Myles Burnyeat, Don Fowler, Walter Englert, Alan Code, Don Morrison, Ni
cholas White, Tony Long, John Cooper, Glenn Most, Michael Frede, and, above
all, David Furley, my commentator at the Princeton Colloquium, whose own work
first inspired my interest in this topic and continues to serve as a model. Finally, I
owe great debts of gratitude to the Humanities Council of Princeton University for
the award of a visiting fellowship in the Fall Semester, and to the Institute for Ad
vanced Study, Princeton, for membership in the second term, of 1981-2, when

.the current version of the paper was written; and to Marcello Gigante, to whose ef
forts and personal example it is due that the Herculaneum papyri are at last recei
ving the serious attention that they deserve.
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